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We are a connected network of 4 brands 
and over 6 million people, with a 

phenomenal potential to drive change

35+
thousand
People in the 60 traditional 
communities that we source 
from

550+
million US$
Investment in the Amazon as well 
as TBS communities in past 10 
years

1+
billion US$
Invested on women’s causes in 
the past 40 years

6+
million
Consultants & representatives

34+
thousand
Employees & associates

15+
million
People impacted by programs on 
public education in the past 10 years



Sustainability Vision 2030
Commitment to Life

Reduce our GHG emissions: become Net 
Zero

Amazon:: zero deforestation

Science Based Targets for biodiversity; 
enforce the Nagoya Protocol

For our associates: gender equality, 
inclusion of under-represented groups and 
living wage for all

For our wider network: measured 
increases in earnings, education and 
health. 

Intolerance to human rights infringement
in our supply chain.

Full Circularity of Packaging

95%+ Renewable or Natural ingredients.
95%+ Biodegradable formulas

Investments and collaborative actions in 
Regenerative Solutions

To address the 
Climate Crisis
and protect the 
Amazon

To defend 
Human Rights 
and be 
Human-Kind

To embrace 
Circularity
and 
Regeneration



Recycle, Reuse or 
Compost

Reduce or Eliminate

Use of Recycled 
Content

Education and 
Collection



Reduce or Eliminate Recycle, Reuse or Compost Use of Recycled Content Education and Collection

Reduction or Elimination of 
Packaging Material

2025 Problematic Plastics
and Virgin Plastic Reduction

2030 20% Less Packaging Material in 
Weight

Elimination of problematic plastics such as 
undetectable carbon black, single-use 
plastics like cellowrap, PETG and PVC

Developed optimized packaging designs for 
lightweighting



Reduce or Eliminate Recycle, Reuse or Compost Use of Recycled Content Education and Collection

Recyclable, Reusable or 
Compostable Packaging

2025 100% Plastics

2030 100% All Material

Developing recyclable and/or reusable 
packaging for Make Up

Implementing recyclable pumps or refill 
solutions for Shower Gels, Body Lotions and 

Liquid Soaps



Reduce or Eliminate Recycle, Reuse or Compost Use of Recycled Content Education and Collection

Introducing up to 100% recycled content in 
PET bottles

Developing rHDPE and rPP for bottles, 
closures, tubes and other plastic 

components

Post-Consumer Recycled 
Material (PCR)

2025 25% Plastic Packaging

2030 50% Plastic Packaging



Reduce or Eliminate Recycle, Reuse or Compost Use of Recycled Content Education and Collection

Collection programs with Plastic Flamingo in 
Phillipines (women-led enterprise) and Avon 

Representatives in Russia to collect and recycle
empty packaging

Recycling communication and education in 
brochures and online channels

By 2030, Development of collection and reuse programs to achieve 100% 
responsible disposal of packaging



Fully Circular Packaging 
(100% PCR and 100% 

Recyclable)

25% Carbon Footprint 
Reduction



Infrastructure requirements and consumer education varies with different routes chosen. Important to 
work with broader ecosystem to move together, anticipating and influencing global direction.



Converts waste methane into P3HB via 
biofermentation

Regenerative, biodegradable, compostable and 
recyclable

Commercialized in 2020

Certified -88 kg CO2 eq/kg

Price and performance parity to Polypropylene

Capture waste
methane

Bacteria eat
methane and 
produce PHA

PHA processed
into packaging

Converts
recycle with

plastics

Recyclers sort
and send to

PHA 
processors

Currently
commercialized



If littered on land or water à harmlessly biodegrade in months, 
not centuries;

If thrown into landfill à biodegrades into gas 
that landfills increasingly capture

If thrown out with trash that is incinerated à gas 
that is captured

Best way materials in durable goods
(e.g., electronics) can become carbon

negative!

Methane à 25-36x more Global Warming Potential (GWP) vs
CO2 over 100 Years (84-87x over 20 Years).

We want consumers to Recycle, and not Compost Biopolymers. Compostability is only relevant if packages 
are not properly recycled and “leak” into the environment



The challenge The insight

Industry efforts to recycle traditional 
plastic materials could present an 

infrastructure barrier to entry, 
preventing more sustainable materials 

from being commercially adopted.

PHAs/PLAs could readily be sorted by
current mechanical recyclers, but needs to
be economically viable. Food & Beverage  

industry could drive scale to make profitable 
and CFT follows.



Do you believe biosourced plastics can achieve Carbon Net Zero with traditional recycling?

100%
Circular Plastic

Packaging

25%
Carbon Footprint

Reduction

Regenerative
Biopolymers

Best potential for 
Carbon Zero

Do you believe Biopolymers have inherent advantages to achieve zero carbon footprint vs current plastics? Are 
there other solutions we should consider?

Do you believe (waste-sourced) PHAs are the most sustainable biopolymer for CFT Packaging? Other potential 
solutions?

Are others pursuing this approach so that jointly we can achieve scale needed to make economical for recyclers 
to separate out PHAs and other biopolymers?


